INTRODUCTION

- XEN1101 is a novel, potent, selective KCNQ2/3/5 potassium channel opener being developed for the treatment of focal onset seizures (FOS). Evaluation of XEN1101 in Phase 1 clinical studies determined that XEN1101 had a long half-life, which supported a once-daily dosing schedule and suggested that a titration/lasing regimen was not needed.

- Despite the availability of several new antiseizure medications (ASMs), approximately 30% of patients struggle with breakthrough seizures. With each subsequent ASM regimen decreases. Changes to an ASM regimen are often frequent due to lack of efficacy or intolerability.

- Very few ASMs can be initiated at both a therapeutic and well-tolerated dose, due to side effects or pharmacokinetic properties. As a result of the diverse interindividual responses to ASMs, titration and tapering for several weeks may be required when initiating or ending a therapy. A “start low, go slow” titration approach is used to avoid severe adverse effects. However, a titration period can result in suboptimal ASM dosing which may lead to breakthrough seizures.

- In the recently completed X-TOLE Phase 2b clinical study, the clinical, efficacy, safety, and tolerability of XEN1101 administered as adjunctive treatment in adults with FOS. In this analysis we further investigated the time to onset of action by evaluating the change in weekly FOS frequency and the number of responders achieving ≥50% reduction in FOS frequency (RR50) at Week 1.

METHODS

Key Inclusion Criteria

- Patients aged ≥ 18 years (inclusive) with a diagnosis of epilepsy (≥ 2 years).
- At least 3 ASMs.
- Baseline monthly focal onset seizure frequency ≥4 countable focal seizures per month, recorded on an eDiary during a planned 8-week baseline period, while receiving stable treatment with 1 or 2 ASMs.

Study Design

- Subjects were randomized, for an 8-week double-blind phase to one of three active treatment groups or placebo: (Figure 1) 2:1:1:2 ratio (XEN1101 25 mg: 20 mg: 10 mg: placebo).

- Monthly DBP focused on week 1 and assumed 7 days of seizure information was available.

- Weekly (>7) FOS frequency was defined as the number of seizures every 7 days. For the double-blind period (DBP) the weekly period started on the randomization date and assumed 7 days until treatment end date.

- A prespecified weekly assessment of seizure frequency was conducted followed by a post hoc statistical pair-wise comparison between placebo and each treatment group.

- Monthly and weekly response (RR50) was computed as those subjects having achieved ≥50% reduction in monthly FOS frequency from baseline, based on percent change from baseline in focal seizure frequency (based on countable seizure types [1-4]).

RESULTS

- Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics are shown in Table 1.

- XEN1101 demonstrated a dose-dependent reduction from baseline in median monthly FOS frequency (Figure 2A) of -33.1% (p=0.015, n=46), -40.0% (p=0.011, n=40), and -61.5% (p<0.001, n=51) in the 10 mg, 20 mg, and 25 mg groups, respectively, compared to placebo (-12.1%, n=46).

- Rapid onset of efficacy of XEN1101 was seen at Week 1 (Figure 2B), with a dose-dependent reduction from baseline in median weekly FOS frequency of: -39.1% (p=0.01, n=46), -45.5% (p=0.04, n=50) and -55.5% (p<0.01, n=48) in the 10 mg, 20 mg, and 25 mg groups, respectively, compared to placebo (-20.2%, n=46).

- Median percent change from baseline in focal onset seizures (FOS) frequency in the Double-Blind Period (Modified Intent-to-Treat Population)

- XEN1101 demonstrated dose-dependent increases in the number of responders with ≥50% reduction in monthly FOS frequency (Table 3A) and weekly (Figure 3A) FOS frequency.

- Median percent change in FOS frequency at Week 1 shows rapid and dose-dependent seizure suppression.

- Efficacy of XEN1101 was sustained throughout the 8-week DBP for the 20 mg and 25 mg groups (Figure 4).

Safety

- The most common treatment emergent adverse events (TEAEs) leading to discontinuation across XEN1101 groups were dizziness (4.1-7.7%), balance disorders (2.1-9.4%), and gait disturbances (1.5%). There were no idiosyncratic immunologic adverse reactions when XEN1101 was initiated at a therapeutic dose.

- For the double-blind treatment group, 27 subjects (4.5%) dose-reduced due to a TEAE. Of these, 1 subsequently discontinuation treatment permanently. This indicates that dose reduction prevented early termination when it was applied.

CONCLUSIONS

- XEN1101 met the primary and key secondary efficacy endpoints with XEN1101 demonstrating a statistically significant, dose-dependent reduction from baseline in monthly FOS frequency compared to placebo.

- The rapid onset of efficacy for XEN1101 was associated with starting at an effective, therapeutic and well-tolerated dose. There was a marked reduction in median FOS frequency within 1 week for all doses compared with placebo.

- The rapid onset of efficacy after 1 week and sustained efficacy of XEN1101 remain to be confirmed in Phase 3 clinical trials. XEN1101 may offer a compelling option for patients seeking an adjunctive therapy that quickly provides seizure reduction.
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